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Introduction

In the years immediately following emancipation in 1865 a select number of 
African American athletes participated in white organized sport at various levels 
of competition. Some of these athletes realized great success in their respective sports 
and garnered national and even international reputations for their exploits. For 
instance, Isaac Murphy, the outstanding jockey from Lexington, Kentucky, cap-
tured three Ken tucky Derbies and a plethora of other prestigious titles that ulti-
mately led to his selection into the horse racing hall of fame in Saratoga Springs, 
New York. Boston’s Frank “Black Dan” Hart garnered fame as a pedestrian, win-
ning such well-known races as the Rose Belt, Astley Belt, and O’Leary Belt compe-
titions in the late 1870s and 1880s. Moses Fleetwood Walker made baseball history 
in 1884 when he played for the Toledo Mudhens of the American Association that 
at the time had major league status. Indianapolis’s Marshall “Major” Taylor was 
perhaps the greatest bicyclists of his generation, capturing many championships 
and establishing sprint records on the oval during the latter stages of the nineteenth 
and early part of the twentieth centuries.

The seemingly unlimited possibilities for African American athletes would be 
shattered by the turn of the twentieth century as a variety of factors would lead 
to their elimination from many white organized sports. Although a limited num-
ber of African American athletes would continue to participate, most notably and 
successfully in boxing, white college sport, and the Olympic Games, a hardening 
of the racial lines eliminated many of them from white organized competitions. 
African American athletes responded to their elimination from white organized 
sport in two basic ways. Some of them, particularly those in individual sports, trav-
eled overseas to extend their careers and find fame and fortune. Prime examples of 
these athletes were Marshall “Major” Taylor and the jockey Jimmy Winkfield who 
found great success in bicycle and horse racing competitions abroad.

The majority of African American athletes, however, were forced to satisfy 
their competitive urges by participating on the all-black teams and in the leagues 
and organizations behind the walls of segregation. One of the most vibrant sepa-
rate or parallel-sports programs were those at historically black colleges and uni-
versities (HBCUs). Prestigious schools such as Howard, Lincoln (Pennsylvania), 
Hampton, Tuske gee, Ten nessee A&I, Morehouse, Virginia Union, Grambling, and 
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North Caro  lina Central established successful teams in a variety of sports. The 
sports programs at HBCUs were complemented by a plethora of other separate 
amateur and professional teams, leagues, and organizations that collectively resulted 
in a vibrant black national sporting culture. Without question, the most prominent 
and important of the all-black sports programs was Negro League Baseball. Because 
of its status as America’s national pastime, baseball was particularly significant to 
Afric an Ameri cans, holding out a measure of symbolic importance far greater than 
other sports during the era of racial segregation.

Separate sports programs among African Americans were remarkably similar 
in organizational structure to predominantly white organized sport. Black baseball, 
for instance, was similar to its major league counterpart in that it was divided into 
two leagues, held an annual all-star game comprised of the outstanding players 
from the two leagues, and at season’s end sponsored a world series to determine the 
year’s championship team. The sports programs at HBCUs were like those at pre-
dominantly white institutions in that they began as relatively informal student-run 
activities and evolved over time into a highly organized phenomenon under insti-
tutional control. They closely resembled programs on predominantly white cam-
puses in that they included a wide variety of sports, were ultimately controlled 
by elaborate bureaucratic organizations, and were rationalized along educational, 
athletic, and social lines. Also like the programs on predominantly white campuses, 
sports at HBCUs were crucial in that they contributed to a much desired sense of 
institutional pride and national reputation, and engendered school spirit by bring-
ing students, faculty, and alumni together to share in the thrill and excitement of 
common pursuits. 

One distinctive feature of separate sports programs was the style of play. In 
contrast to white organized sport, separate games behind the walls of segregation 
was generally more daring, unpredictable, and geared toward improvisation. This 
was certainly evident in Negro League Baseball, but also apparent in other separate 
sports both in and outside of educational institutions and at the amateur and profes-
sional levels of competition. Another distinctive feature of separate sports programs 
is that on occasion they were led by whites rather then blacks. Noteworthy  examples 
would be J. L. Wilkinson, the white owner of the Kansas City Monarchs, who 
signed Jackie Robinson to his first professional baseball contract; Oscar Schilling 
and Harry Earl, two white employers of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and Western 
Railway, who were founding members of the Colored Speedway Association; and 
Abe Saperstein, the Jewish promoter and businessman who owned the legendary 
Harlem Globetrotters basketball team. In addition to some white founders and 
owners, African American players and teams had occasions to cross the color line 
and compete against white players and teams. These ranged from the triumph of a 
Negro League all-star team at the interracial Denver Post Baseball Tournament in 
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1936 to Jimmy McDaniel’s famous 1940 tennis match against Don Budge at the 
Cosmopolitan Tennis Club in New York City.

Separate sports programs were obviously important because it gave African 
Americans an opportunity to satisfy their competitive impulses by competing 
among and against highly skilled and talented athletes. These programs were also 
meant to showcase the talents of African American athletes with the hope that 
they would eventually find their way into white organized sport. Perhaps most 
important, these separate sports programs were especially significant because they 
provided opportunities to display black self-help, race pride, business acumen, and 
organizational abilities. Serving as examples of black enterprise, separate teams, 
leagues, and organizations played a crucial role in the African American quest for 
equal rights and racial uplift. For African Americans, separate sports programs were 
ultimately about agency and how best to deal with the seemingly untenable choices 
among individual success, group faithfulness, and integrationist goals. It was an 
especially difficult task considering the racialist thinking and discrimination in 
America.

This anthology, consisting of twelve essays written by noted historians and 
sport studies scholars, analysis noted teams, events, and organizations that helped 
make up the world of black sport. The essays cover separate sports programs that 
have previously drawn attention from scholars as well as those that have received 
far less coverage and known only to those with a detailed knowledge of African 
American history and culture. The essays are all characterized by important 
insights, thorough research, and written in a clear fashion that makes them acces-
sible to both academicians and a more popular audience. Like all anthologies, the 
collection is not exhaustive, covering carefully selected topics that together pro-
vide a more complete understanding of the pattern and role of sport behind the 
walls of segregation. Limited space did not allow for an assessment of the Harlem 
Globetrotters, Negro League World Series, West Virginia Athletic Union basketball 
tournament, Tuskegee Institute women’s track and field team, and a host of other 
separate sports programs that were important to African Americans living in a soci-
ety that denied them equal rights and freedom of opportunity. 

It is our hope as editors that this volume will be of great interest to a large 
number of readers and encourage more scholarly studies on separate sports organi-
zations among African Americans. Importantly, relatively scant attention has been 
paid to all-black sports teams, events, and organizations. Separate sports programs 
among African Americans have been marginalized. With the exception of Negro 
League Baseball, which has been romanticized by many and held up as a reminder 
of America’s supposed commitment to democratic principles and fair play, separate 
sports programs behind the walls of segregation have largely been ignored, only 
occasionally studied in a serious manner by academicians. One possible reason for 
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this neglect has to do with the difficulty in locating and utilizing sources necessary 
to provide the details and accurate assessment of these programs. The neglect of the 
subject, however, seems to have more to do with the particular interest that acade-
micians have in studying African American athletes only when directly connected 
to some aspect of white organized sport. Scholars have been far more interested in 
interracial athletic contests and the process of integration in sport rather than the 
individual athletes and various events and organizations integral to the develop-
ment of a black national sporting culture. 

Whatever the reasons for the neglect of separate sports programs, it is unfor-
tunate since a more thorough understanding of them can tell us a great deal about 
the institution of sport itself as well as the manner in which African Americans, 
particularly during the interwar years, dealt with racial discrimination and their 
inferior status. Sport history will always be incomplete if academicians only study 
African American athletes in relation to their white counterparts and in the context 
of integration rather than segregation. The Cincinnati Red Stockings are especially 
important in the history of baseball, but so are the Cuban Giants; the history of the 
Boston Celtics tells us a great deal about professional basketball, but so does the 
history of the New York Renaissance Five; the story of the University of Tennessee 
Lady Vols basketball team is essential for understanding the role of women in the 
sport, but so is the story of the Philadelphia Tribune girls basketball team; it is 
difficult to ascertain the status of women in track and field without recounting the 
exploits of women in the sport at UCLA, but the same holds true for the Tennessee 
State Tigerbelles; Dick’s Sporting Goods High School National Tournament tells 
us a great deal about the importance of high school basketball, but the same holds 
true for the National Interscholastic Basketball Tournament; the USC-UCLA foot-
ball rivalry provides important insights into the popularity of the gridiron game 
on college campuses, but the same can be said for the Turkey Bowl Classic; the 
story of automobile racing cannot be told without recounting the history of the 
Indianapolis Five Hundred, but it is also true of the Gold and Glory Sweepstakes; 
the Major League All-Star game provides an important glimpse of the popularity of 
the national pastime, but the East-West All-Star baseball game does the same; the 
decisions of the National Collegiate Athletic Association makes clear the power of a 
sports organization, but so do the decisions of the Colored Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association; tennis cannot be understood without having knowledge of the United 
States Tennis Association, but it is also true of the American Tennis Association; 
so much of golf ’s popularity has been dependent on the success of the United 
States Golf Association, but the sport’s popularity was also due to the United Golf 
Association; and bowling owes much of its popularity to the American Bowling 
Congress and Women’s International Bowling Congress, but equally important to 
the success of the sport has been the National Negro Bowling Association.


